LEGISLATIVE SERVICE COMMISSION

- Codifies the traditional practice that in even-numbered general assemblies, the Senate President serves as chairperson of the Legislative Service Commission (LSC) and the Speaker of the House serves as vice-chairperson, and vice-versa in odd-numbered general assemblies.
- Eliminates the requirement that LSC meet at least quarterly.

LSC chair, meetings

(R.C. 103.11 and 103.22)

The act requires that in even-numbered general assemblies, the Senate President serves as chairperson of the Legislative Service Commission (LSC) and the Speaker of the House serves as vice-chairperson. In odd-numbered general assemblies, it requires the Speaker to serve as chairperson and the Senate President to serve as vice-chairperson. This codifies a traditional practice.

The act also eliminates a requirement that LSC meet at least quarterly. Continuing law otherwise requires LSC to meet as often as is necessary to perform its duties.